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BEN STILLER - RAFA NADAL'S LITTLE PET JEW

The illuminati is not only abducting people and taking them to concentration camps, they are also then cloning them and using clones with
cybernetic implants like dolls. So Rafa Nadal had Ben Stiller taken away to Japan because Rafa doesn't like smart jews, they make him feel
dumb.
Though Rafa never liked these smart jews who think they are above rafa, he still admires them for their intelligence. He thinks all Jews are
much smarter than Rafa and Toni. Ben Stiller was a comedian who made jokes that Rafa and Toni could never understand and yet he was very
popular and everybody said he was funny. They tried watching some of his movies because they thought he was very attractive (they are
attracted to small people like them.)
So Rafa cloned Ben after he was taken as a prisoner. The new clone must tell Rafa how smart he is all the time. Rafa loves it when the great
Jewish comedian saying he was a genius with a racquet. Rafa also likes to suck Ben's penis because he thinks it will make him smarter and he's
heard that being smarter means you win more.

Ben Stiller isn't gay and neigther is his clone but Rafa forces him to allow him to suck his dick and he forces Ben's clone to fuck him in the ass.
Rafa thinks that's Ben Stiller's semen is like gold. He even eats Ben Stiller's shit thinking it will make him smarter. If Ben doesn't obey Rafa,
Rafa has him beaten, electrocted and threatens to have his penis cut off.
The poor Ben Stiller clone is Rafa's slave now and lives in fear of him. He's like Rafa's poor little pet.
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